Dear Sirs,

**Supporting Information on some issues in the Strangers-Into-Citizens campaign**

We applaud your infinite kindness regarding your involvements into the plight of some group of people that have been left without citizenship of any country as highlighted in that website Strangers Into Citizens. Unfortunately in the Malaysian case, it has been the common practise of a small number of mostly Malaysian Chinese from an Opposition party to slander and vilify the Malaysian government at any slightest opportunity, especially with foreign audiences, with false facts and cooked-up stories that will make the objects of their qualms appear as ethnic vindicators and prejudiced perpetrators. But acts of calumnious defamations like these, provided by empathical statutes experiencing situations of sovereign limbo, usually would be taken with lots of salts by international bodies of repute, but not so with some organisation like Strangers Into Citizens who claim esteemed personalities like you among their supporters. You seem to swallow wholly whatever has been fed to you, as evidenced by what is written in that website, highlighting, in the Malaysian case, the plight of a few people who tore up their passports most unpatriotically.

It is natural to expect that in a situation of purgatorial uncertainty experienced by the BOCs, hanging neither here nor there country-wise, any bit of supporting statements aimed to highlight their plight and gain public sympathy will help their cause. Would you expect otherwise? Will an asylum seeker speak good about his country of origin even though they exist in abundance? If one is drowning and one can’t swim, not only will one grasp at any feeble straws for survival, one would even pull down one’s own wife or loved ones down in order to get one’s own air. In the predicament faced by the BOCs, telling truths would be the last thing of any benefit if gaining sympathy credits are what they are after.
You might have also heard the recent hiatus regarding the application of one Chin Peng, a Malaysian Chinese now residing incognito elsewhere outside Malaysia, to return to Malaysia and be accepted as a Malaysian citizen once more. The government of Malaysia refuses his application, and this became fodder for the very same people that I mentioned to portray the “unfairness, bigoted and vile nature of the Malaysian government” towards anything Chinese. What they had failed to highlight too is that Chin Peng, the leader of the communist insurgency in the Malayas last century, was responsible for the deaths of thousands of citizens who were opposed to the Marxist ideologies after the second world war including many, many British Citizens who were stationed in this country during that time. Impaling village folks or downrightly slaughtering them en masse were amongst the kindest things Chin Peng had done to his opponents. If Dr Mengele would be to apply for citizenship in your country or seek asylum therefrom and you would refuse it, would you mind being called unfair, inhumane or simply heartless?

This is now and that was then, you say? Well during my student years in London some time back, we had a Malaysian Students department in Bryanston Square catering for the welfare of students (from all walks of life and ethnicities) studying in the British Isles. One of the biggest non-governmental Malaysian student-bodies then was called London Union of Malaysian Students (LUMS), consisting of 99.9% Malaysian Chinese in origin. I once went to their rallies and poster shows. The ambient setting reeked of pure communism: march songs played in the background, the exploits and successes of Chairman Mao were highlighted, the fallacies of the “Imperialistic, Capitalistic system” were the main fodder. Yes, take these people if you must to adorn your Hyde Parks and your Trafalgar Squares. We certainly do not need them walking the streets of Georgetown or Jalan Tunku Abdul Rahman.

I will now seek to refute each of the points highlighted by those former Malaysian citizens seeking your country’s citizenship as written in that blogsite: and if I cannot convince you that these refutations are backed by facts, I MY SELF WILL SUBMIT TO MY GOVERNMENT WHETHER MY OWN CITIZENSHIP SHOULD BE REVOKED OR NOT.

The website that claims your support wrote that the Malaysian government created “a de facto apartheid system that made it impossible for either Chinese or Indian Malays to gain University places or government related positions.” This is a laughable thing, if not slanderous. I myself, during my tenure years as a faculty member of a local University, graduated many Chinese and Indian students. Among my top students were Chinese and Indians, and some of these top scorers were later given scholarships by the government to go and further their studies for their Masters and PhD levels. Does that sound like racism to you?

Furnish me the names and addresses of the writers and providers of these information that seek to connive you, and I will furnish the names, addresses, phone numbers of these scholarship holders, complete with their working places now for you to verify. I am asking an exchange of a list of factual truths for a list of providers of false information. Willing?
I really hope that they seriously do not mean what they wrote when they mentioned about that apartheid thing. The BOCs have been twice-connived in their citizenship situations. Do not let yourselves in turn be connived by them. If they say that the Malaysian government practices racism and apartheid, nothing could be further than the truth. In fact the Malaysian Government’s national economic policies now are in such a manner that non-malays are allowed business practices that enable them to muster 80% of the nation’s economies. Chinese and Indians and other minorities form part of our strong and stable government, becoming ministers, heads of departments and corporations, government advisers, high-ranking officers, university professors, proud national world-class athletes, recipients of prestigious awards, medals and recognitions, spokespersons for the government in international forums and many others. Does that sound like apartheid to you?

In lots of cases, any attempt to highlight accusations of racism by these grunted citizens, are in actual fact demonstrations of their own inherent racism themselves. Not too long ago, there was an incident involving a member of Parliament Theresa Kok from the racist Democratic Action Party. There was a handphone-captured video purported to show the “brutal actions of the Malaysian police towards a chinese female in police custody”. Miss Kok took this opportunity to embark upon an international whirlwind tour that included a visit to China showing the leaders of that esteemed country “how the chinese in Malaysia had not only been sidelined, but had been physically brutalized”. So great were the repercussions of this incident with that economical and political friend of Malaysia that our Prime Minister took a special trip to China to explain the situation and promised a full investigation. Upon doing so, what emerged was a different reality:

The video was that of the police querying a woman suspected of smuggling and hiding drugs in her physical self. And standard procedure warranted that she (in the presence of only female police oficers) be stripped naked and be made to squat in order to ascertain that none of the ... err... orifices in her body concealed any drugs. But the crux of the matter was this: THE WOMAN WAS NOT A CHINESE, BUT IN FACT A MALAY!!

But when this truth was realized, the culpable Miss Kok went on a silent spree... as though her demonish fight was not about truth and injustices, but only of racial, ethnically-prejudicial causes: hers. In short, her qualm was not about unfairness or police brutality, but one and only one thing: the Malays and the malay government. Period. I can fill these pages with more and more such examples but I hope you catch what I am trying to say.

Why the hatred towards Malay and the malay government? The following very sensible analysis by some local political analysts could highlight some indications:-


And if you really do not mind that some, say, 2nd generation Punjabi community gathers some hoodlums in East Wimbledon and parades a giant broom along Regent Street shouting "This country is now ours. All Britons must be swept out into the sea" or "Caucasians get out. London is now ruled by Punjabis", just like what were done here:- http://jebatmustdie.files.wordpress.com/2009/05/victoryparade3.jpg in our country, then maybe, just maybe ... the rest of us patriotic Malaysians are in the wrong.

The Government of Malaysia is proud of its Chinese, Indian and minority law-abiding, patriotic compositions but a handful of left-over remnants of the old Singapore-era secessionist ideologies as well as the extreme-left Socialist-and-Far-East-inclined anomalies are set to make sociological and political imbalance via portraying our peaceful and democratically-chosen government as unjust perpetrators: an imbalance upon which anarchistic struggles strive.

But please, Malaysia being a sovereign nation with historical, economical and strategic ties with the United Kingdom, we would appreciate that official viewpoints are obtained via official channels. Once two sovereign nations start to take voices of dissentful qualms to be biblically factual and form the basis of actions governing the relationships of both countries, the very structure of peace and harmony built over the years falls apart. And to your causes and policies: would you like them to be governed and dictated by false information?

Yours Sincerely,

Concerned Citizens and True Patriots of Malaysia